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My name is eddie canales. i am 41 years old, married 
and a father to three boys aged seven, five and five 
months. i’m also a director of my own print management 
company.

after being diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease at the 
age of 36, i was determined to continue to live my life as 
normally as possible.

i’ve always been an avid sportsman and have 
represented new south wales and australia in Judo. this 
gave me more determination to stay sports-minded and 
accomplish more than what would be expected.

sky-diving was a challenge i wanted to fulfill by the time i 
turned 40. 

i did my jump in December last year and would do it again 
at the drop of a hat. the adrenalin rush of jumping out 

where there’s a will there’s a way
by extreme sports enthusiast Eddie Canales

at 14,000 feet, free falling for 60 seconds at speeds of 
in excess of 220 kms/hour, breath-taking views of the 
coastline and landing softly on your behind as if you were 
sitting on your lounge. 

sky-diving, bungee jumping, whitewater rafting all done ... 
what’s next on the list – any suggestions?

By the way i still ride a motorcross bike and provide the 
comic relief when we go riding due to my mishaps (much 
to the concern of my wife). 



President’s 
report 
the 2006 year began with 
clear aims and objectives that 
united the council, our ceo, 
staff and our volunteers into a 
co-operative unit. the results 
of this synergy are apparent 

in all aspects of our work; support group interaction, 
fundraising and stand By Me, to name a few.

our commitment to support for members of Parkinson’s 
nsw has continued to grow during 2006 in all areas 
− counselling, info line, and support groups. council 
members have sought to be more accessible and 
responsive to members by visiting as many support 
groups as possible and hope to continue this initiative 
throughout 2007. 

in January this year, we moved offices to allow for 
further growth and to have an environment that provides 
for private counselling and information services, 
administration, volunteers and meeting space. 

thanks to the amazing efforts of our members we were 
able to present a petition containing 18,000 signatures 
to the legislative assembly and the legislative council. 
we have spoken with politicians on all sides of the 
political spectrum and in most instances received a 
positive hearing. But despite all of our combined efforts, 
there has been no concrete aid as yet.

at our latest meeting with the Parliamentary secretary for 
health there was still no help forthcoming, however we 
have progressed to being “the First reserve” for the next 
lot of funding, whatever that means!

awareness continues to grow: the speaker’s group was 
re-vitalized by David king in 2006 and he continues to do 
a wonderful job. 

Vice President allen cropp initiated a program, with the 
co-operation of the Pharmacy Guild of nsw, which allowed 
for pharmacists to provide an information pamphlet about 
Parkinson’s nsw and our support services. we have 
welcomed just over 100 new members as a result of our 
membership drive and pharmacy pamphlets. 

the Parkinson’s awareness week ‘Get it on time’ 
campaign, which saw information packs distributed to 
hospitals and nursing homes, also gave vital information 
regarding medication for Parkinson’s. 

research, which is universally important, has been given 
a new direction this past year. council has developed a 
protocol to ensure that we place our research dollars in 
the project areas where they will be most effective. we 
have chosen our three seed grant recipients for 2006 
and will closely follow their progress.

we applaud councillor kay Double’s research which will 
result in a definitive test for Parkinson’s. 

Pnsw is a member of caMra—coalition for the 
advancement of Medical research australia. as such we 
concurred with their positive stance regarding therapeutic 
cloning. council felt strongly that we assume a leadership 
stance in this regard and our view was put via our 
website.

to achieve our goals we have had to focus firmly on 
fundraising. a fund raising summit was held early in 
the year and our needs as an organization were clearly 
mapped. we have worked to a plan and have been 

successful in several areas. Pnsw member Don willcox’s 
generous donation has helped us to purchase software 
to aid in this area. our bequest program, with the 
establishment of the James Parkinson society, is now 
fully in place. 

we have benefited from the generosity of various 
foundations and service organizations as well 
as individuals. each and every member, friend, 
acquaintance, or member of the public who has donated 
to Pnsw is deserving of our great appreciation. with 
growing responsibilities, fundraising will continue to 
remain a priority in 2007.

My thanks go to the council of 2006, ceo Miriam Dixon, 
the office staff and volunteers who together achieved a 
high proportion of the goals set at the start of the year. 

it was my privilege to serve as your President in 2006 
and i look forward to the challenges of 2007. 
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Diary Dates
aPril

 2 Bathurst support Group Meeting 

 3 living alone with Parkinson’s seminar 
  – concord 

 5 infoline Volunteer training

 11 international Parkinson’s Day

 12 Goulburn support Group Meeting 

 13 carers nepean and Blue Mountains 
  – st Marys

 14 Gila Bronner sexuality & Parkinson’s 
  – theatrette concord

 17 Managing worry & stress 
  – free four-week program commences

 19 infoline Volunteer training

 20 carers nepean & Blue Mountains 
  – springwood

 24 infoline Volunteer training

 26 living alone with Parkinson’s seminar 
  – newcastle

May

 8 Bequest lunch – epping rsl club

 9-10 carex seniors expo – rosehill

17, 24, 31  living alone with Parkinson’s seminar 
  – Gosford 

June

 5 living alone with Parkinson’s seminar 
  – (Dapto) wollongong

 6 Pnsw coffee Morning 

 7, 14 living alone with Parkinson’s seminar 
  Gosford – 5 sessions

 14-29 living alone with Parkinson’s seminar 
  Parramatta – 5 sessions

Please contact the infoline on 1800 644 189 
for more information and to register.

Reprint from Annual Report – if you would like to receive a full copy of the financials please contact the office on 02 8875 8900.



ceo’s 
report
as John silk has said in his 
President’s report, 2006 was 
a year in which a united team 
of members of council, staff 
and volunteers have worked 
towards achieving benefits for 

the nsw Parkinson’s community.

i would like to take this opportunity to provide details  
of some of these efforts over the year.

Support groups
under the guidance of our full-time support group 
coordinator, five new support groups were established in 
2006 – Fairfield/liverpool, Bankstown,Goulburn, 
Gunnedah and nambucca Valley. 
workshops were organised for support Group leaders to 
introduce the new support group manual which was 
developed by Vice-President, allen cropp.

Counselling service
our counselling service provides face-to-face, 
telephone and group counselling based on sound 
psychological intervention. 
the counselling service has started a home visiting 
service for clients in metropolitan sydney. 
our service provided 429 phone counselling sessions 
and 245 face-to-face counselling sessions in 2006.

Information and education services
the infoline responded to over 1000 calls and emails 
throughout 2006. in august we were able to expand our 
service with the employment of a fulltime information and 
resource officer who speaks fluent cantonese and 
Mandarin as well as english. 

Awareness and advocacy
we met with Minister John Della Bosca (Minister for 
ageing and Disability), Paul Mcleay (Parliamentary 
secretary for health) and with Minister John hatzistergos 
(health Minister) Policy advisor, as well as other 
Members of Parliament to put the case for Parkinson’s 
funding.
we received over 18,000 signatures on our petitions 
which were presented to Parliament. the lobbying 
campaign will continue.
our speakers Group is the platform for building 
awareness at the local community level. in 2006 
speakers gave talks to service clubs including lions, 
Probus and inner wheel, nursing homes, retirement 
villages, and to culturally and linguistically diverse 
community groups e.g, Merrylands-Philipino support 
group. Presentations were also given to allied 
health students.

Resourcing
our most valuable resource has been the efforts of 
volunteers in running our support groups, providing local 
awareness activities, assisting with fundraising, and 
supporting our office activities. 
we have been greatly assisted by our sponsors and 
providers of pro-bono assistance. 
we have obtained grants to assist with support 
services from:
• sidney Myer Foundation
• cecilia kilkeary Foundation
• aXa
• James n kirby Foundation
• australian chinese charity Foundation
• Perpetual trustees
the chinese community held a fundraising dinner that 
was attended by 300 guests. it was the first time we had 
held a joint event with an ethnic community to raise funds 
and awareness.
we continued to fundraise by merchandise and card 
sales, but our largest source of financial support comes 
from bequests and in-memoriams. 
the Parkinson’s bequest program was established in 
2006 with the launch of the James Parkinson society, 
which recognises those who make the generous 
commitment of including a bequest to Parkinson’s nsw 
inc in their will.  

the way forward
i would like to thank the President, executive, council, 
other volunteers and our staff for their dedication in 
working together for the Parkinson’s community.
as we continue to push forward looking for advances in 
government funding, services and research, the 
fundraising efforts and other support from our members, 
friends and benefactors will be as important as ever.
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Left to Right - Dick Babb, Peter McWilliam, Allen Cropp, 
Dr Sarah Mott, Chris Davis, Patricia Barkley, Dr Kay 
Double, Rebecca Silk, Bruce King OAM, John Silk, 
Samuel Chu and Greg Pynt.

council Members for 2007

alternative therapies
Parkinson’s nsw cannot support any complementary 
treatments/medications. if you choose to use 
complementary treatments please ensure that you 
check with your doctor before doing so. 

Volunteers needed
we are looking for more volunteers, especially those 
who speak other languages in addition to english, to 
answer the infoline at our north ryde office.
if you can spare four hours per fortnight and would 
like to be on the front line to help, please ring nancy 
on 1800 644 189. 
traininG is ProViDeD – three sessions in Basic counsellinG 
anD halF Day on Parkinson’s Disease. coMMencinG March 29.

Reprint from Annual Report – if you would like to receive a full copy of the financials please contact the office on 02 8875 8900.
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Many people with Parkinson’s disease (PD) find that 
over time there is an overall reduction in the effect of 
their medication and/or that they develop unwanted 
side effects such as dyskinesias (abnormal twisting 
movements). 
while levodopa is still the best drug treatment for the 
majority of people,1 some are referred by their neurologist 
to a neurosurgeon to have brain surgery. neurosurgery 
can certainly be of assistance but does carry with it a 
greater risk than taking levodopa. complications such 
as infection, haemorrhage or inaccurate targeting of 
brain regions may occur, affecting between one and four 
per cent of patients operated on.1 nevertheless, great 
advances have been made in the field over the past 
decade. as a result the variety of surgical options have 
increased for patients and deep brain stimulation has 
shown great promise. 
such refinements have also been possible as a result of 
working these procedures up in animal models. our lab 
has been comparing drug and surgical therapies for PD 
in rats. we have performed several studies examining 
the effects of surgical lesions damaging abnormal areas 
of the brain in an attempt to ‘normalise’ how these 
brain areas talk to other parts of the brain. the goal is 
to improve PD symptoms including movement. rats, 
however, do not naturally develop PD so we initially 
induce it surgically. the animals slow down and develop 
abnormal posture, and have trouble moving, similar to 
humans with PD. unlike humans, rats don’t develop 
tremor (shaking). after the rats have recovered from the 
first surgery they receive a second surgery to lesion one 
of the areas known to be overactive in PD. the areas 
we have investigated include the subthalamic nucleus, 
globus pallidus and thalamus.2-4 these are all areas 
currently targeted in PD patients.1 
in rats, lesions of the motor or movement related part 
of the thalamus (called thalamotomy) improved the 
response time of the animals to sensory stimulation.2 in 
other words they reacted faster to tickling their whiskers 
whilst they were distracted by eating chocolate! this may 
sound strange but it is established that people with PD 
have more trouble doing two things at once (dual task 
performance) and there are problems processing sensory 
information which this simple, timed test mimics to some 
extent. thalamotomy also reduced abnormal drug-induced 
turning movements in the rats. in fact pallidotomy, 
(lesioning the globus pallidus) also produces this type 
of improvement,3 supporting clinical data that both 
kinds of surgery can be helpful for treating dykinesias. 
subthalamotomy (lesioning the subthalamic nucleus) 
in monkeys improved slowness in initiating movements 
(akinesia) and reduced abnormal turning to some extent.4 
however, lesioning only one side of the brain can result in 

the side effect of abnormal head position,4 which 
has also been seen after this procedure in patients. 
while lesioning is still commonly used in patients and 
provides benefits, one of its major disadvantages is 
that lesions are irreversible. if the wrong brain area is 
targeted, then the results are permanent.1 the place 
targeted also has bearing on what is improved.1 For 
example in PD patients tremor and to some extent 
rigidity (muscle stiffness) is assisted by thalamotomy, 
whereas pallidotomy is used to improve levodopa-induced 
dyskinesias and subthalamotomy can reduce rigidity, 
tremor and akinesia. 
Deep brain stimulation may be performed on the same 
brain regions but does not usually cause irreversible 
damage.1 another benefit is that the stimulation can be 
gradually adjusted to suit the individual and minimise 
side effects whilst maximising improvement in symptoms. 
this technique involves placing electrodes into the brain 
and stimulating at very high frequency (approximately 
130-180hz), which alters the abnormal activity in the 
brain area targeted and improves symptoms. the patient 
has leads tunnelled under the skin in the neck which 
connect from the electrodes to a control unit in the chest 
which can be turned on and off by passing a magnet 
over it. this procedure is more expensive to perform 
than lesioning, but is generally preferred due to its 
reversibility.1

overall there have been some promising developments 
in surgery for PD. Preclinical studies have contributed to 
our understanding of how some surgical approaches work 
and in testing new methods or refining existing ones.
1. horstink M et al. review of the therapeutic 

management of Parkinson’s disease. 
eur J neurol 2006;13(11): 1186-202.

2. oehrn c, allbutt hn, henderson JM. effect of 
ventrolateral thalamic lesions in an animal model of PD 
(manuscript submitted).

3. henderson JM, Doherty k, allbutt hn, Billing r. effects 
of pallidotomy in an animal model of PD. Behave Brain 
res 2006;169:29-38.

4. henderson JM, annett le, torres eM, Dunnett 
sB. Behavioural effects of subthalamic lesions in 
hemiparkinsonian marmosets. 
eur J neurosci 1998;10:689-98.

research
ExpERImEntAl RESEARCh on SuRgERy foR pARkInSon’S dISEASE
by Dr Jasmine Henderson, Parkinson’s Research Group, Dept. Pharmacology, 
Bosch Institute & School of Medical Sciences, University of Sydney

Medical review
if you take a number of different medicines, 
it’s worth asking your pharmacist or GP 
about a home Medicines review.
a home Medicines review is a way for your 
pharmacist and GP to help you manage your 
medicines at home. your GP gives you a referral 
to the community pharmacy of your choice. the 
pharmacist then talks with you, preferably in your 
home, and provides a written report to the GP, who 
discusses the recommendations with you.

For more information please contact the 
Parkinson’s nsw infoline on 1800 644 189.

centrelink?
have you had any problems receiving centrelink 
payments in particular carer’s benefits or Disability 
support Pension if so could you please contact the 
office on 1800 644 189
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research
fAtIguE StudIES
Want to help with the latest medical research? here’s 
a chance to get involved with two studies into fatigue.

Study 1
the centre for Postgraduate nursing at the christchurch 
school of Medicine in new Zealand is conducting a study 
looking at the experience of fatigue in adults with any 
chronic illness. 
to date there has been scant research exploring the 
similarities and differences in fatigue experienced by 
people across a range of chronic conditions. a website 
has been created where people can submit a personal 
story or complete an online survey. 
the aim of the study is to add to the body of knowledge 
about fatigue and its management, and thereby improve 
the quality of life of people with a chronic condition. the 
site is anonymous and confidential; stories will not be 
made viewable and email addresses will not be disclosed 
– even to the researchers. 
if you are interested, please visit www. fatiguestudy.org. 
study results will be made available on the site later 
this year.

Study 2
setareh Ghahari, a PhD student in the school of 
occupational therapy, curtin university of technology, 
is looking for volunteers to study an online fatigue self-
management group intervention program. 
the topic of the study is evaluation of an online fatigue 
self-management group intervention for adults with 
chronic neurological conditions. 
the study involves using an online self-management 
program designed to help people with fatigue secondary 
to chronic disease manage their disease, the emotional 
and daily life consequences. users will be asked to 
evaluate the program’s effectiveness and compare it 
with the face-to-face version, an online support group 
and a control group in a sample of adults with chronic 
neurological conditions. 
if you are interested in participating, 
call nancy on 1800 644 189 for a brochure or contact:
setareh Ghahari 
school of occupational therapy 
curtin university of technology 
GPo Box u1987 Perth 
western australia 6845 
telephone: 08 9266 1790 
email: ghahari.setareh@postgrad.curtin.edu.au

Men’s Parkinson’s network
by Gary Cearns

First of all i would like to thank you for putting together 
this group. i was apprehensive about attending support 
groups, but it was good to talk to others who are in a 
similar situation to myself, that being:

• Diagnosed at what i consider to be a young age.

• a male who finds it difficult to talk about Pd (after 
many years of hiding it so i could continue working)

• worried about what the future holds and not 
necessarily wanting to see what i may become.

• Being set an expectation by the medical profession 
that after eight years of Pd i would be ‘stuffed’ (the 
doctor’s words, not mine!)

what i got out of this first meeting was that there are 
probably many more good years ahead of me. sure, life 
is going to change, but i can still function with a quality of 
life. that there are men out there that feel the same way 
i did when i was working. they are hiding their condition 
because of the fear of losing their job once colleagues 
or their employers find out. that i’m not alone in the Pd 
struggle – there are others in the same boat.

if others gained, like i did, just one thing from such a 
get-together, i believe it was worth every bit of effort 
Pnsw put into getting this group off the ground.

sexuality & Parkinson’s 
Presentation
the presentation will be given by Gila Bronner, Director 
of the sex therapy service, sexual Medicine service at 
the sheba Medical centre, israel.
introduced by Dr sarah Mott from the royal 
rehabilitation centre.

When: april 14, 10.30 am 
Where: lecture theatre, clinical sciences Building  
 concord hospital

to make a booking or find out more, 
call 02 8875 8900 or 1800 644 189.
rsVP: wednesday april 11, 2007.

if you or someone you care for is in the early stages of 
Parkinson’s disease, you or the person you care for, 
may want to consider helping research into the disease 
by taking part in a clinical study. we’re conducting a 
major worldwide study on an experimental medication 
to assess its effectiveness and safety in Parkinson’s 
disease – and we need volunteers like you to help our 
research move forward. 

You or a person you care for, may qualify if:

• you are at least 30 years old; 

• you have been diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease;

• you have not been treated for your condition with 
l-dopa or dopamine agonists, or if you have been 
treated with l-dopa or dopamine agonists, the total 
treatment is 90 days or less.

you can FinD out More aBout JoininG 
the VerMeer stuDy on Parkinson’s Disease 
By callinG 02 9767 6416 or 02 9767 5184.

thE VERmEER Study IS hElpIng pARkInSon’S 
dISEASE RESEARCh moVE foWARd



Nambucca Valley Support Group.
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anne is a member of Parkinson’s nsw and an avid 
bike rider. 

anne took to the road with her husband carl in 2005 to 
participate in the harley owners national rally. this trip 
took them to the Devils Marbles in the northern territory 
– they travelled a total of 7500 kilometres. 

twelve months later they hit the road on another rally to 
airlie Beach, townsville, charters towers and roma. that 
trip was 4500 kilometres long. 

anne is a pillion passenger on these trips and she says 
that “life does go on with Parkinson’s”. 

what an inspiration.

anne Grey – 
life with Parkinson’s

2007 started with a new support group – the ulladulla 
shakers. this is the offspring of shoalhaven shakers, 
which has members who live close to ulladulla. 
twenty-three people attended, including the Patron 
/local Member for the south coast, shelley hancock. 
seven new members were welcomed into the group 
and appreciated the information and support offered. 
this group will thrive under the capable hands of Barry 
Mitchell and Margaret Graham.

2006 saw five new support groups start – Bankstown, 
Fairfield/liverpool, Goulburn, Gunnedah and nambucca 
Valley, which started with the help of coffs harbour 
support group members, Vera heil and Margaret and 
Bruce Butcher. 

Bankstown is the youngest and will meet on the fourth 
Monday of the month. 

Goulburn, under the leadership of Mick and Gill o’connor, 
has a strong membership and will be visited in april by 
the Vice-President of Pnsw, allen cropp, who will present 
a workshop on awareness. 

Gunnedah was initiated by local pharmacist, lisa hagley. 

Fairfield/liverpool celebrated its first birthday on March 
12. neurologist Dr sue hodgkinson talked about drugs 
and their side-effects. warwick Brown, his wife liz, Joe 
Miniter and John Mleczko will steer this group which 
already has a loyal membership.

other support group news

casino support group goes from strength to strength 
with twice-yearly meetings on a saturday when Dr 
Geoffrey Boyce, a neurologist, keeps them up to date. 
on February 24, 70 people came from Ballina, casino 
and lismore for a session which focused on those 
newly-diagnosed.

the tamworth seminar on March 5 was a triumph for 
tamworth support group, with over 100 people coming 
from willow tree to walcha and Gymea. those attending 
were grateful to hear up-to date information and to meet 
others living with Parkinson’s disease. the venue, the 
speakers, the support from the Mayor and local state 
and Federal Members made it a special event. 

eurobodalla was fortunate to celebrate its fifteenth 
birthday on March 16, with Dr kay Double and laraine 
Mcanally as guest speakers. Miriam Dixon presented 
service awards to former leaders herb Pettit and 
Jeanette urbanik; a certificate of appreciation to 
Batemans Bay Bowling club for their support for the 
past four years; and a certificate of congratulations to 
eurobodalla support group on achieving 15 years. 

Bathurst support group will host a meeting of members 
from the Blue Mountains to Parkes, Dubbo and young, 
on Monday april 2. John silk, President, allen cropp, 
Vice-President, and trish Morgan, support Group 
coordinator, are travelling west to talk to members about 
plans for 2007, fundraising, awareness activities with a 
light-hearted approach, and support for carers.

on the Groupvine
by Trish Morgan

Gunnedah Support Group – Tamworth Seminar.
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Detailed statement 
of Financial Position 
as at 31st December 2006

Current Assets
cash assets 843,638 687,673

receivables 19,365 17,572

inventories 23,904 9,494

Gst refund 4,179 1,289

total Current Assets 891,087 716,028

non-Current Assets
Property, Plant and equipment 25,945 17,737

total Assets 917,031 733,765

Current liabilities
Payables 105,783 42,500

Grants received held in trust 74,861

Provision for relocation expenses 100,000

total Current liabilities 280,644 42,500

total liabilities 280,644 42,500

net Assets 636,387 691,265

members’ fund
accumulated surplus (deficit) 636,387 691,265

total members’ funds 636,387 691,265

 2006 2005 
 $ $

come and meet 
staff and 

volunteers at 
Parkinson’s nsw

talk to people 
living with 

Parkinson’s

10.30am - 11.45am, 6 June 
25 khartoum Rd, north Ryde 

RSVp – 4 June

parkinson’s disease – 300 tips for making life Easier 
by S.P. Schwarz 
reVieweD By Don willcoX
this smallish us book is written by a well known writer and 
health educator, who has lived with Parkinson’s since 1979. 
it is packed with useful, handy, practical hints on how to 
cope with all aspects of the Parkinsonian lifestyle. 
sections include: ‘making homes safe and accessible’, 
‘looking good, feeling better’, ‘communicating’, ‘managing 
mealtimes’, ‘empowering yourself’, ‘handling medical 
issues’, ‘driving and travel’.
other useful features include:
• large clear type, with key points in bold type
• contents pages, resources lists and index
• simple, direct, easily understandable language
• a friendly, encouraging, sympathetic and positive tone.
technical and medical aspects of PD are not covered. 
however, this is an excellent small book on coping with the 
condition in everyday life, from one who has ‘been there and 
done that’.
CLASS/CATEGORY A1 
Elsevier, 2002. ISBN 1-888799-65-X. 136 pages. 
RRP $50.60 

the parkinson’s disease treatment book: partnering with 
your doctor to get the most out of your medication 
by J. Eric Ahlskog 
reVieweD By Maureen Morrison
From the pen of the chairman emeritus of the national 
Parkinson Foundation, nathan slewett, comes the following: 
“eric ahlskog of the Mayo clinic is one of the country’s 
leading experts on Parkinson’s disease, and his book is 
most comprehensive and informative …”
and from associate Professor of neurology at harvard 
Medical school, Daniel tarsy: “while all motor aspects of 
this disease are well covered, special attention is given 
to the many non-motor problems, that are often neglected 
in treatment, such as sexuality issues, blood pressure 
regulation, and depression to name just a few, while at 
the same time dispelling some of the myths surrounding 
this disease.” 
From Part 1 through to Part 12, each section of this book 
is organised in such a way that it is almost a cover-to-cover 
read, with a pertinent ‘Questions and answers’ section 
included at the end of each chapter. 
highlighted headings in layperson’s language translate 
every technical detail into an understandable read, while an 
excellent glossary covers all those neurological words you 
may have heard about, but have no idea what they mean. 
Did you know, for instance, that the word diplopia means 
double vision?
New York, OUP, 2005. ISBN 0-19-517193-4. 530 pages. 
This title may be available at your local library.

Book reviews

poEtRy Book foR SAlE
all ProceeDs to Parkinson’s suPPort & research
(Plus Postage $4.70 – posted in cardboard toughpak)

$10
PD and Me  . . . . . . . . . . . . . pg 14
some Parkinson’s Moments . pg 15
Me and Bobby McD  . . . . . . . pg 22
oops wrong Medicine . . . . . . pg 28

Marg From Bombala . . . .pg 32
random PD thoughts . . .pg 39
westmead Visit  . . . . . . .pg 43
Deep Brain stimulation . .pg 43

out of my mind Poems by Dennis Smith
The following poems are about Parkinson’s Disease:

to purchase phone Dennis smith on (02) 6247 8003
or email dandismith@netspace.net.au
or send $14.70 and address details to

Dennis smith  – Po Box 224 campbell act 2612

Reprint from Annual Report – 
if you would like to receive a full copy of the financials 
please contact the office on 02 8875 8900.
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how often is the main topic of discussion at a support 
group meeting the awareness of the possibility of having 
a fall? knowledge of how falls occur helps to reduce the 
risk of falls.
People with Parkinson’s disease mostly fall as a result 
of balance disturbance, freezing of the legs, dizziness 
resulting from low blood pressure, or dizziness related to 
medication or environmental hazards. Falls mostly occur 
while standing up, walking, turning around, squatting, 
bending, performing two tasks at once or negotiating 
obstacles on the ground.
in Parkinson’s disease the main problem is a failure 
to quickly activate the muscles in the correct order in 
response to a knock, pull or push or when the support 
surface moves (e.g. standing in a moving bus). 
normally when one’s balance is unexpectedly challenged, 
the body quickly reacts by taking a step, reaching out 
with arms, or by bending forward. in Parkinson’s 
disease these responses do not always occur unless 
you deliberately ready yourself for the challenge to 
your balance.

Allen Cropp
in the past two years i have had at least four falls that 
could be classified as Parkinson’s falls.
how can i make such a statement? each of the falls 
seems to come out of nowhere. it was not as a result 
of a trip, nor did i have any recollection of two of 
these falls.
Following on from these two falls i have had both hips 
replaced and subsequently two dislocations of the same 
hip which was the second hip replacement. the second 
replacement resulted from an accident shortly after 
the first replacement and involved what i would call a 
Parkinson’s fall.
as a result of these two incidents i am conscious of the 
possibility of a fall. i am also very wary about getting in 
and out of public transport, especially the high step on a 
public bus.
other potential problem areas include going down a flight 
of steps such as those on a railway station. a handrail 
is most important for such a situation. Doing two things 
at once, e.g. negotiating stairs and carrying parcels, can 
also increase the risk of a fall.

when i am not at home i take a walking stick with me 
most times. this gives me an added feeling of security 
and stability. 
one of my areas of great concern is when i am seated in 
a theatre or sporting venue. to get out i could finish up 
falling into someone’s lap! 
walking too fast could also be a problem as it would be 
easy to trip over an unseen object.

Joan perkins’ suggestions 
to minimise the risk of falling: 
• Deliberately think of getting your balance.
• when standing, stand with a wide base of support. 
• use a handrail whenever possible. 
• ready yourself by thinking of taking a step. 
• try to avoid doing two things at once, e.g. talking 

while riding an escalator or walking and carrying 
shopping bags.

• identify any potential hazards in the environment. 
• Plan out the safest route in busy shopping centres 

and cluttered rooms. 
• think about maintaining your balance. 
• Don’t rush. 
• turn slowly. 
• stand tall when walking.
if you are experiencing falls it is recommended that you 
see a physiotherapist for assessment.
For more information or to make an appointment with 
Joan Perkins, call the Parkinson’s disease clinic at 
concord hospital on 9767 6183.

avoiding Falls
by Allen Cropp and Joan Perkins, Concord Hospital Physiotherapist

carers information session
a group program will be conducted by counsellors 
from Parkinson’s nsw on issues associated with 

caring for someone living with Parkinson’s disease.
Learn about:

• the impact of Parkinson’s on the person 
and their carer

• the importance of communication 
• the caring role

• caring for yourself
• support services.

the program will be held on tuesday March 27 at 
Parkinson’s nsw, 25 khartoum road north ryde. 

to book or find out more, call either Janine rod 
or Deborah england on 02 8875 8900 or 

1800 644 189. no fee required.
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sleep, like many other things, tends to be something we 
all take for granted until we lose it or have difficulty with 
it. there are many things, however, that we can do to 
maximise the opportunity to sleep.

the following list is by no means exhaustive and you may 
find other strategies that will work for you. some of the 
things mentioned here are easier to achieve than others.

• Go to bed only when you are sleepy.

• wherever possible, try to develop a sleep pattern 
– this can be achieved by having a regular bed time 
and waking time.

• Prior to bedtime try to do something enjoyable 
and/or relaxing. 

• Make your bedroom as quiet and comfortable as 
possible – a place associated with rest not stress.

• reserve the bed for sleep and intimacy with your 
partner. avoid using the bed or bedroom, if possible, 
for watching tV, studying and so forth.

• avoid exercising before sleep as this can lead to 
higher levels of arousal.

• also avoid, if you can, taking the troubles or worries 
of the day with you as these, in reality, can be dealt 
with tomorrow.

• simple strategies such as having a snack or 
drinking some warm milk can help. hunger can 
interfere with sleep.

• aim to avoid caffeinated drinks and alcohol. 
Both can have some stimulating effects which may 
affect sleep.

on sleep
by Deborah England, Parkinson’s NSW Specialist Counsellor

in november last year, an interesting article appeared in 
the sydney Morning herald. it contained a list of the top 
suburbs and towns for bequests in australia, naming the 
residents of suburbs ‘most willing to shape the future of 
australia’ by including a gift to charity in their wills. 

the top ten included castle hill, Port Macquarie and 
Mosman in nsw; the other seven were in Victoria. Martin 
Paul, a spokesman for the organisation which compiled 
the list, said, ‘… if everyone included a charity in their 
will imagine how much more each charity could achieve.’

i am sure that you are aware of how much Parkinson’s 
nsw is doing to support all people with Parkinson’s 
disease in the state; from the newly-diagnosed to carers 
of people who have struggled with the disease for 
decades. we are never short of plans for further support 
and research!  

the James Parkinson society’s first sponsored Bequest 
lunch for 2007 will take place on tuesday May 8 at 
epping rsl club. Because it is sponsored, there will be 
no charge to you nor will there be any cost to Parkinson’s 
nsw. we will be inviting our more senior members in the 
sydney metropolitan area. if you don’t get an invitation, 
please let us know by ringing the Parkinson’s nsw office 
on 8875 8900. it just means that we haven’t got a 
record of your date of birth. if you will be visiting sydney 
then you and a partner would be most welcome.

we are also looking forward to our second Bequest lunch 
this year – to be held on July 5 in newcastle. look out for 
more details in the next stand by Me.

if you would like more information or would like to 
discuss any aspect of making a bequest to Parkinson’s 
nsw please call Margaret on 02 9876 5351 any time 
between 8am and 8pm.

the James Parkinson society 
bringing hope for the future
by Margaret Byron, Bequest Officer

Managing
worry and stress

a group program will be conducted by 
Parkinson’s nsw counsellors 

Janine rod and Deborah england 
on managing the worry and stress 

associated with having 
Parkinson’s disease or caring for 
someone living with Parkinson’s.

Learn about:
• the source of your concerns

• breathing and relaxation techniques 
to keep your anxiety under control

• managing anxious thoughts
• problem solving strategies to reduce anxiety

• communicating your feelings effectively.

the program will be held each wednesday 
for four weeks starting on april 17 

between 10am and 12pm at Parkinson’s nsw. 

if you would like to be in the program or 
to find out more, please call Janine or Deb 

on 02 8875 8900 or 1800 644 189. 
no fee required.

• if you do choose to have a snack, avoid chocolate as 
chocolate is a rich source of caffeine.

• avoid daytime naps as these often prove to be at the 
expense of your night’s sleep.

• if you find that you are still tossing and turning after 
30 minutes or so, you may choose to get out of bed 
and watch tV, read, or listen to music until you start 
to feel sleepy again. the premise here is to associate 
bed with sleep, not wakefulness.

• use sleeping medication with caution. sleep patterns, 
like most things, can take a while to become 
established. 

• Many people say that they find satin sheets an 
advantage as they make movement in bed easier, they 
also say that a doona, rather than quilts and blankets 
is lighter to move under and easier to handle.

hopefully some of these things will be of benefit to you. 
Persevere, as it takes time to develop good sleep habits. 
like the shampoo, it won’t happen overnight but it will 
happen.
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in MeMoriaM 
Donations
Richard Aisbett  
J r Bale 

Robert Aitken 
Brian norris

teresa Alifano 
tony alifano 
Mario alifano 
Diana Baliva 
Giuseppe Baliva 
Menio & effie 
  Belogiannis 
Pasquale calabrese 
Giuseppe cicchetti 
Jim & Pina Damiano 
Domenic Dinnocenzo 
angela Gentile 
theo & yvonne 
  Grampsas 
John hassett 
Jim hiotellis 
Darryl & Maria Moss 
linda nappa 
elizabeth Pizzardi 
rocco sagliocca 
anna torrelli 
stan & litza Vassilis

Robert Bertuzzi 
andrew white

Charles Briers 
r Brien 
B ridsdale

hope Bull 
Peter Bull

Rex Button 
Judith riches

trevor Chaseling 
robyn cvetanovski 
narelle chaseling 
wendy Mccomb

henry W Cupples 
carol hand

george davis 
Jan houghton

marjorie fussell 
rosalyn Pearce

Cate gyles 
st George/ 
  sutherland sG

Ed & mary gray 
John Merrall 
r & t Bishop 
Jack & Patricia herrmann

Ron heil 
Gary Burton 
coffs harbour sG 
r & l hughes 
J & G lennard 
John & rebecca silk 
trish welsh

John kelly 
katrina shaw

peter king 
r D & P M evans 
cam Foster 
David Fox 
Betty hawthorne 
Janice king 
Jeanette king 
John lockley 
Brian McPhee 
John norris 
John swivel 
alex wannan

p J laws 
Mr & Mrs r laws

Jean lee 
neil & annette york 
Friends and family 

Sam mcdonald 
B Free 
elsie nash 
linda & russell redding

William makeham 
J Makeham

William C mundy 
kim atkins 
Margaret Berry 
Jennifer keg

Bruce pettigrew 
Gordon Pettigrew 
anne Van helden

pieter Ramaker 
M holmes 
c Money 
P Pate 
s & D ramaker

teresa Rayment 
russell & kay Green

keith Randell 
Fred Bennett 
  st George/ 
  sutherland sG 
Myra chalmers 
roy Gower 
  st George/ 
  sutherland sG 
Peter Joils 
  st George/ 
  sutherland sG 
colin Mccowan 
  st George/ 
  sutherland sG

John B Rumble 
John & Pam Barrett 
tom & Marg Bates 
Marie Brashel 
Jodie & Marcia Brereton 
w n coman 
D r Fortescue 
B Galetti 
John hayward 
kel & anne holmes 
Patricia Mccormack 
elsie Mcnaughton 
Dawn rumble 
st George/ 
  sutherland sG 
the allen Family 
the whitbread Family 
e G whitbread 
stan & Frances Xenita

Edward temple 
David stock

mavis tootell 
Blacktown city 
  women’s Bowling club 
odie inchorn 
P shallcross 
t B & J M tootell

Josephine Vozzo 
susan ieraci

Betty Ward 
h F ward

lois Westlake 
Paul Barclaire 
Marjorie Barnard 
l & D Brandon 
alison Brisbane 
c & P carle 
stephen clark 
n & l conn 

PJ & J Davis 
JD Donoghue 
kathy Fortes 
sylvia Fullerton 
e & G Furnell 
D & B George 
w hawthorne 
Deb holloman 
Julie hood 
D & n iliffe 
neil keene 
F & F langley 
G lego 
r & l lillico 
c Masters 
the Mazlin family 
hugh & sheila Mccredie 
Geoff Miller 
i & r Moutray 
sandra Forbes 
robert Farrer 
Margaret hearder 
  & family 
Peter lazar 
Jan lee Martin 
Judy ooms 
John & robyne Palmer 
Pearl Beach real estate 
D & a Potter 
robyn stutchbury 
Phillippe roussel 
D szupryczynski 
the Bond family 
ian westlake 
John westlake 
G & M williams 
colin & inez wood 
B & e worrall

John Wilson 
n a crawford

Aub Winton 
M i lehrle

cheryl Powell 
BirthDay 
celeBration
Dallas cairns
i & s chamberlain
sandra Dodds
V & l Drazenovic
Michael Goodway
Marzia Gould
ivan hess
Mr & Mrs kirkwood
Mark Palmer
Guido schivella
lavinia schivella
Graham watson

Donations General
2cr china radio 
   network Pty ltd
John anderson
Pamela anderson
eunice ansell
edmond antaki
alfred argo
aXa
lyn Bartley
warren Barton
Peter Barton
s Gasaglia
Bateau Bay 
  womens Bowling club
shirley Beckett
rosslyn Beenie
Dennis Bentley

Beta sigma Phi
edward Bevan
John Bidwll
noel Bishop
richard Boon
simone Bowskill
Joseph Brennan
ray Browning
claire Burbidge
Jodie Burbidge
r & J Burbidge
robert Burke
Fred Burke
linda Burney
John cameron
luis carrera
lady angela carrick
John chapman
Becky charnock
ruth cheers
P clarke
Janette coughlan
wahnita courir
Federico crocker
Z e crossett
Verity Davies
ruth Davies
Judith Dawborn
r Dawes
evelyn Denholm
lorraine Donaldson
eric Donnelly
Margaret Downes
Victor Duncan
a e earl
Gwen evans
andrew Falconer
clare Flaherty
Jodi Fogarty
sarah Fogarty
Peter Fogarty
Patricia Fordham
e Gedge
Felix Ghys
wal Goad
ron Gordon
Pamela Gordon
Peter Gracie
edward Grant
David Green
Jean Griffiths
Margaret Guinane
nancy Guldbrandsen
Marie Betsy hadfield
Jean hale
william hannaford
Joan hannan
raymond c harrington
terry harris
ian hawes
kel & Jill healy
Joyce hedlund
rose hodges
susanne hogan
Jane holland
heinz hollmann
Fleur hourihan
insurance australia 
Group
Bethyl Jackett
w Jacobs
yvonne kappler

r kay
D kaye
Mervyn kedzlie
Margaret kennett
rusy Byram khursigara
David king
nick klafas
Barry knowles
lucy kocsis
horst krietsch
arthur lane
edward lang
sammi langran
eve laron
rennel lenzner
John lisyak
n littlefield
henry & odette lobelson
linda Mackay
Macquarie Bank 
  Foundation
Joanne Macrae
elaine Mah
a Marden
roslyn Matthews
Mayne Pharma ltd
Gladys McFadyen
alexander Mckinnon
e y Mclean
D r McMurray
Jane Mikulandra
tony Mooney
kay Morgan
anne Morris
Marcia Mullins
emily norman
Michael o’connor
Peter ong
Geoffrey ottewill
agus Pamudji
carol Panagiris
anastasia Pappas
kathleen Paton
alice Paton
John Pearson
Penshurst rsl 
  sub-Branch
F Phillips
chris Pickering
Joe Pilarcik
David Pirnie
D e Plumb
Doreen Pritchard
enid Quinlan
John read
kellie reeves
Gordon renneberg
revesby ladies Group
Judith riches
ritchies stores
Joy roberson
leonie robertson
ruth robertson
Margaret robinson
kay ross-Jones
David russell
elinor russell
Joan schilling
Margaret sharp
J & e shorter
John silk
James slattery

Gwendoline sloane
V smith
John soderland
F spencer
Frederick stace
walter steller
M & B stephenson
e r stockton
Gordon symonds
the indian stri sewa 
  sabha of nsw (inc)
the wollongong 
  Doll club inc
richard thompson
John thorpe
Bino todd
william townsend
Margaret trickett
June underwood
saraswathy 
  Varnakulasingam
e r Vermeulen
Maria Vlastuin
sandra way
keith webster
J westhorpe
Gwen whatson
Maxine white
Marjorie wiley
allan woolford
rykshana yates
Jenny young

suPPort GrouP
coalfield Parkinson’s sG

research
MD & aB Bailey
Bowe & lidbury Pty ltd
wendy cartwright
ch2Mhill 
  australia Pty ltd
colin Davey
Dillon & sons Pty ltd
Dwyer young
Gwenda & Max Falconer
i Farley
Peter halladay
catherine hoare
Donald howe
D knibb
J lidbury
liverpool city 
  womens Bowling club
M webb Bros Pty ltd
Max Bailey 
  stock & station
Judith Moore
J Moxley
c & a ogden
shaw Bell Pratley & co
George and eva 
  somerville
Joan todd
trundle central school
Maxine white

other
sheila Johnstone
Graeme Greenwood
Peter Gracie

FounDations
John t reid
James n kirby

Donations
$50 and over received between 16 november 06 and 9 march 07
we are grateful for all donations as Parkinson’s nsw receives no government funding.  thank you.



gRoup ContACt phonE

albury Bruce ockenden 02 6025 7147

armidale Julie Bowden 02 6771 4346

Ballina Gerri white 02 6628 8278

Bankstown trish Morgan 02 8875 8903

Bathurst Jennifer Mannell 02 6332 8963 

canterbury trish Morgan 02 8875 8903

casino Dawn Dennis 02 6662 6141

castle hill Pallavi yarrapothu 02 9634 0578

central coast les norris 0418 607 684

chinatown Bi-lingual  0421 224 712

coalfields carol Bateson 02 4930 8638

coffs harbour  02 6652 9959

cowra ken Bryant 02 6342 4403

Deniliquin/Finley Glenis Gordon 03 5881 3295

Dubbo lorna white 02 6882 7778

Dundas/Parramatta  02 9876 4284

eastern suburbs Marion welch 02 9369 0250

eurobodalla  02 4472 2037

Fairfield/liverpool warwick Brown 02 9602 8231

Glen innes  02 6732 1252

Goulburn Mick o’connor 0418 168 558

Grafton cathy eggins 02 6642 2156

Griffith Joyce Giacomelli 02 6966 9900 

Gunnedah lisa hagley 02 6742 0018

hawkesbury Jill sykes  02 4730 4302

hornsby/ku-ring-gai  Diana rynkiewicz  02 9488 7092

illawarra north  emma robinson  02 4223 8282 

illawarra south   02 4232 2807

lower north shore   02 9412 2740

Macarthur Maree sinclair 02 4626 4959

Manning/Great lakes  Bruce king  02 6555 9409 

Muswellbrook  Pat Moody  02 6543 3164

nambucca Valley Margaret Butcher 02 6564 8231

nepean  Joe Golding  02 9670 5093

newcastle  Verlie sullivan  02 4954 0338 

Parkes  con Diamond  02 6862 1925

Pittwater/Mona Vale   02 9997 1542

Port Macquarie Patricia stephenson  02 6584 0212

shoalhaven/ulludulla  Barry Mitchell  02 4454 0747 

southern highlands  Marj webb  02 4871 2615

st George/sutherland  Myra chalmers  02 9525 7215 

tamworth  Pat Johnson  02 6765 6948 

tomaree  ian canham  02 4994 9276 

tweed heads   07 5524 9417

wagga wagga  John allen  02 6925 2713

yass  Peter wells  02 6226 2233 

young onset  sarah lines  02 4627 5632

support group contact details
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Joy McCrane

life Membership recipients
Joy mcCrane and 
leanne trupiano
in recognition of their 
tireless support to people 
living with Parkinson’s 
disease, their carers, 
family and friends through 
your valuable volunteering.

kay messiter
in recognition of your 
tireless support to people 
living with Parkinson’s 
disease, their carers, 
family and friends as 
information officer for 
Parkinson’s nsw

mr Ralph Joseph (right) 
represented Bondi lions. 
the lions club made 
generous donations to 
allow dr John Burne (left) 
to undertake his research.

left to right - dr Carolyn Sue, research stem cell 
models for Parkinson’s disease; dr Colleen Canning, 
research falls in Parkinson’s disease; dr John Burne, 
research into speech and swallowing dysfunction in 
Parkinson’s disease.

Joanna knott
in recognition of her 
tireless work as convenor 
for coalition for the 
advancement of Medical 
research australia and 
the successful campaign 
to allow all forms of stem 
cell research to be carried 
out in australia.

certificate of appreciation

seed Grant recipients

lions club and research
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CounCIl
John silk  President 
allen cropp  Vice President 
Greg Pynt  Treasurer 
Dick Babb  Secretary

council Members
Patricia Barkley 
samuel chu 
chris Davis 
Dr kay Double 
Bruce king oaM 
Dr sarah Mott 
rebecca silk 
Peter Mcwilliam

AdVISoRy CommIttEE
Jacqueline Baker 
Philip Board 
Dr colleen canning 
Prof. lynn chenoweth 
Dr alistair corbett 
Dr kay Double 
Jan Forbes 
Dr Victor Fung 
Prof. Glenda halliday 
Dr Michael hayes 
Dr Jasmine henderson 
Dr Frini karayanidis 
laraine Mcanally 
sue Mercer 
Prof. John Morris 
Dr sarah Mott 
Dr Dominic rowe 
Dr raymond schwartz

StAff
Miriam Dixon 
CEO
trish Morgan 
Support Group Coordinator
linda Matheson 
Office Manager
Janine rod 
Parkinson’s Specialist Counsellor
Deborah england 
Parkinson’s Specialist Counsellor
chris searles 
Administration
Margaret Byron 
Bequest Officer
nancy tung 
Information & Resource Officer

administration Volunteers 
David king 
Judy Marshall 
Joy McGrane 
sue rance 
sajda saud 
Muralitharan somasunderam

stand By Me editor 
Gabrielle chariton

pAtRonS 
her excellency 
Prof. Marie Bashir ac cVo 
Governor of nsw

sir nicholas shehadie ac

hon. AdVISoR 
lady angela carrick

Membership
Parkinson’s nsw members receive the quarterly Parkinson’s nsw newsletter 
stand By Me. this provides the latest news about research and medical and health 
treatments from national and international sources. Members also receive discounts 
on seminars.

to become a member please complete the membership application below.

Membership application
name (Mr, Mrs, Ms, Dr)

organisation (if applicable)

address

                                                     state                 Postcode

tel (h)                                  (w)                                  (M)                                    

email

have you been diagnosed with Parkinson’s?   yes/no

Date of Diagnosis                                          Date of Birth

Annual membership (incl. gSt)

 individual Membership $22.00

 organisational Membership $55.00

 life Membership $220.00

 i would like to make a donation of 
 (tax deductible over $2) $_________________

 totAl Amount $_________________

Joint membership
(Each member may nominate a joint member – at no cost. Please complete)

name    

relationship to Member

address

                                                     state                 Postcode

email

i am paying by:       cheque       money order

or debit my credit card:        Visa       Mastercard       Bankcard

card number:

name on card                                                                    expiry date     

signature
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